Von Hippel-Lindau protein in the RPE is essential for normal ocular growth and vascular development
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SUMMARY
Molecular oxygen is essential for the development, growth and survival of multicellular organisms. Hypoxic microenvironments and oxygen gradients are generated physiologically during embryogenesis and organogenesis. In the eye, oxygen plays a crucial role in both physiological vascular development and common blinding diseases. The retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is a monolayer of cells essential for normal ocular development and in the mature retina provides support for overlying photoreceptors and their vascular supply. Hypoxia at the level of the RPE is closely implicated in pathogenesis of age-related macular degeneration. Adaptive tissue responses to hypoxia are orchestrated by sophisticated oxygen sensing mechanisms. In particular, the von Hippel-Lindau tumour suppressor protein (pVhl) controls hypoxia-inducible transcription factor (HIF)-mediated adaptation. However, the role of Vhl/Hif1a in the RPE in the development of the eye and its vasculature is unknown. In this study we explored the function of Vhl and Hif1a in the developing RPE using a tissue-specific conditional-knockout approach. We found that deletion of Vhl in the RPE results in RPE apoptosis, aniridia and microphthalmia. Increased levels of Hif1a, Hif2a, Epo and Vegf are associated with a highly disorganised retinal vasculature, chorioretinal anastomoses and the persistence of embryonic vascular structures into adulthood. Additional inactivation of Hif1a in the RPE rescues the RPE morphology, aniridia, microphthalmia and anterior vasoproliferation, but does not rescue retinal vasoproliferation. These data demonstrate that Vhl-dependent regulation of Hif1a in the RPE is essential for normal RPE and iris development, ocular growth and vascular development in the anterior chamber, whereas Vhl-dependent regulation of other downstream pathways is crucial for normal development and maintenance of the retinal vasculature.
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INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen is essential for the development, growth and survival of multicellular organisms. Hypoxic microenvironments and oxygen gradients are generated physiologically during embryogenesis and organogenesis. Tissue responses to local oxygen availability drive and coordinate the development of the blood vasculature, the nervous system and other organs (Simon and Keith, 2008). In the eye, oxygen plays a crucial role in both physiological vascular development and common blinding neovascular diseases. Development of the retinal vasculature occurs in response to physiological hypoxia (Chan-Ling et al., 1995) generated by the increasing metabolic activity of differentiating neural cells (Stone et al., 1995). In the mature retina, phototransduction and intraretinal neuronal processing present a uniquely high metabolic demand for oxygen that is normally met by a highly efficient vascular supply. The photoreceptor cell layer in the outer retina is avascular and crucially dependent on the underlying choroidal circulation (Wangsawirawan and Linsenmeier, 2003). Between the photoreceptor cell layer and the choroidal circulation lies the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE), a monolayer of multifunctional cuboidal epithelial cells, and its basement (‘Bruch’s’) membrane. The RPE is developmentally derived from the outer layer of the bilayered optic cup, whereas the neuroretina develops from the inner layer. The periphery of the optic cup, including the presumptive RPE, contributes to the formation of the ciliary body and iris anteriorly. Normal development of the RPE is important for subsequent development of the choroidal vasculature (Gogat et al., 2004; Yi et al., 1998; Zhao and Overbeeck, 2001) as well as closure of the optic fissure, retinal neurogenesis and neuronal cell projections (Bharti et al., 1998; Zhao and Overbeeck, 2001) as well as closure of the optic fissure, retinal neurogenesis and neuronal cell projections (Bharti et al., 1998; Zhao and Overbeeck, 2001) as well as closure of the optic fissure, retinal neurogenesis and neuronal cell projections (Bharti et al., 1998; Zhao and Overbeeck, 2001). Genetic ablation of the RPE or disruption of RPE specification genes during development in the mouse eye results in transdifferentiation to neuroretina, coloboma and microphthalmia (Bumsted and Barnstable, 2000; Martinez-Moraes et al., 2001; Raymond and Jackson, 1995; Scholtz and Chan, 1987). In the adult, the mature RPE provides photoreceptor cells with metabolic support, recycles visual pigment, phagocytoses photoreceptor outer segment membranes, and maintains the blood-retina barrier and the health of the choroidal vasculature (Bharti et al., 2006; Mameros et al., 2005). Hypoxia at the level of the RPE has been proposed to play a crucial role in the regulation of pro-angiogenic cytokines, such as vascular endothelium growth factor (Vegf), and with the pathogenesis of age-related macular degeneration, which is the major cause of blindness in elderly people in industrialised countries (Arjamaa et al., 2009; Sheridan et al., 2009).

Oxygen homeostasis in mammals is maintained by highly sophisticated oxygen-sensing mechanisms that orchestrate adaptive tissue responses. The detection of hypoxia depends on the
interaction between the von Hippel-Lindau tumour suppressor protein (Pvhl) and hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). Pvhl is a substrate recognition component of an E3-ubiquitin ligase protein that targets specific proteins and marks them for degradation. The most-studied target of Pvhl is the family of HIFs, which play a major role in adaptive cellular responses to oxygen. HIFs are heterodimeric transcription factors, composed of one of three oxygen sensitive HIFa subunits (Hif1α, Hif2α and Hif3α), and the oxygen-insensitive and constitutively expressed HIFb subunit (Arnt). In normoxic conditions, Hifα subunits are hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs) and subsequently ubiquitylated by the von Hippel-Lindau E3 ubiquitin ligase, which consequently leads to proteolytic destruction of Hif1α by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (Ivan et al., 2001; Maxwell et al., 1999). Under hypoxic conditions, this degradation does not occur and the accumulating Hif1α is translated to the cell nucleus where it dimerises with the Hif1β subunit and enables the transcriptional activity of a wide range of genes involved in cellular metabolism, hypoxia tolerance and angiogenesis, including Vegf, erythropoietin (Epo) and platelet-derived growth factors (PDGFs) (Forsythe et al., 1996; Wang and Semenza, 1996; Zhang et al., 2003).

In this study, we have explored the function of Vhl and Hif1α in the developing RPE using a tissue-specific conditional knockout approach. Deletion of Vhl in the RPE results in microphthalmia, anterior segment developmental anomalies and vascular abnormalities. We demonstrate that Vhl expression in RPE is essential for the regulation of HIFs and Vegf, and is crucial for the development of both the eye and its circulatory system. Furthermore, by conditional inactivation of both Vhl and Hif1α in the RPE, we further delineate distinct roles of Vhl in the RPE and demonstrate Hif1α-dependent and Hif1α-independent functions that account for different components of the complex pathway.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

All animals were used with University College London ethics committee approval and under a UK Home Office project license and personal license. All procedures were performed in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. All mice in this study were maintained on a C57BL/6J background. Transgenic mice expressing cre recombinase under the control of the RPE cell-specific tyrosinase-related protein 1 promoter (Typr1, referred to as C57BL/6prl-cre) (Mori et al., 2002), were mated with Vhlfllox/flox (Haase et al., 2001), Hif-1αflox/flox (Ryan et al., 2000) or double floxed Vhlfllox/flox, Hif-1αfllox/flox mice. All experiments were controlled with age-matched littersmates without the trpl-cre gene (referred to as control). The generation and genotyping of mice carrying the loxP-flanked conditional allele of Vhl and Hif1α was performed as previously described (Haase et al., 2001; Ryan et al., 2000).

Morphological examination of mouse eyes

In order to characterise the ocular development and eye growth of Vhlp1-creKO, Vhl/Hif1αprl-creKO and control mice, we assessed the eye diameter at different time points during development by measuring the distance from the optic nerve head to the centre of the cornea using an electronic digital caliper (range 5-10 animals per group per timepoint). To further characterise the ocular development macroscopically, we imaged the enucleated eyes of each genotype at different time points during development using a digital camera (Lumix 12×, DMC-TZ7, Panasonic).

Indocyanin green angiography

To analyse the ocular vascular phenotype in Vhlp1-creKO, Vhl/Hif1αprl-creKO and littermate control mice in vivo, we performed indocyanin green (ICG) angiography. Mice were anaesthetised by intraperitoneal injections of Dormitor (1 mg/ml, Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, Sandwich, UK) and ketamine (100 mg/ml, Fort Dodge Animal Health, Southampton, UK) mixed with sterile water in the ratio 5:3:42. Mice were injected with 0.2 ml ICG (5 mg/ml) in distilled water in the peritoneum and images were captured five minutes later using a HRA2 scanning laser opthalmoscope (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) as previously described (Luhmann et al., 2009).

Electroretinography

To assess the retinal function of Vhlp1-creKO, Vhl/Hif1αprl-creKO and control mice, we recorded standard photopic and scotopic Ganzfeld electroretinography (ERG, range 5-8 per group) using the electrophysiological system Espion2000 (Espion E2; Diagnosys, Cambridge, UK) as previously described (Carvalho et al., 2011).

Preparation of flatmount samples, cryo- and paraffin sections

Enucleated eyes were fixed in 4% PFA at room temperature for 10 minutes and dissected as previously described (Fruitigter et al., 1996; Gerhardt et al., 2003). Cryo- and paraffin sections of retinas were prepared as previously described (Mowat et al., 2010). For semi-thin and ultrastructural electron microscopic (EM) analysis, animals were perfused with 3% glutaraldehyde and 1% PFA in 0.08 M sodium cacodylate-HCl (pH 7.4). Enucleated eyes were postfixed in the same fixative for at least 30 hours at 4°C followed by incubation in 1% aqueous osmium tetroxide for 2 hours. Tissue preparation and sectioning of semi-thin (0.7 μm) and ultrathin (70 nm) sections was performed as previously described (Luhmann et al., 2009).

Immunostaining and in situ hybridisation

Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described (Mowat et al., 2010). The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti-collagen IV (2150-1470, AbD Serotec, Oxford, UK), rabbit anti-caspase 3 (ab 2302, Abcam, MA, USA), rabbit anti-cre (EMD Chemicals, Gibbstown, NJ, USA), mouse monoclonal anti-CBP2 (BD Biosciences, Oxford, UK), rabbit anti-phospho-histone H3 (E173, Chemicon/Milipore, MA, USA), rabbit anti-GFAP (Dako UK, Cambridge, UK), rabbit anti-Hif1α (Novus Biologicals Europe, Cambridge, UK), rabbit anti-Otx2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK), rabbit anti-Pax6 (Covance, Princeton, NJ, USA), rabbit anti-recoverin (Chemicon/Milipore, MA, USA) and mouse anti-rhodopsin (Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, UK). After extensive washing, sections were incubated with FITC- or TRITC-conjugated polyclonal goat anti-rabbit secondary or goat anti-mouse antibodies (Invitrogen, CA, USA) for 4 hours at room temperature and counterstained with 1 mg/ml DAPI (Invitrogen, CA, USA). Retinal flatmounts were stained with TRITC-conjugated isoechemical B4 (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, UK) or rabbit anti-Pecam (BD Pharmingen, CA, USA) in blocking medium overnight at 4°C. For evaluation of histology and ultrastructural analysis, paraffin sections were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin, semi-thin sections with a 1% mixture of Toluidine Blue-borax in 50% ethanol, and ultrathin sections with saturated ethanolic uranyl acetate and lead citrate. In situ hybridisation on cryosections with a probe against full-length mouse Vegfr1 mRNA (coding region and 3' UTR) was carried out as previously described (West et al., 2005). Pigment in the RPE was subsequently bleached by incubating the sections first in KMnO4 (0.25% in H2O) for 10 minutes at room temperature and then in oxalic acid (1% in H2O) for 20 min at room temperature.

Imaging and quantification

Fluorescence images were obtained using a confocal laser scanning microscope with a 20× or 40× water immersion plan apochromat lens (Zeiss LSM 710, Hertfordshire, UK). Z-stacks were 3D reconstructed and surface rendered using Imaris software (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland). For quantification of proliferating and apoptotic cells, the number of cell nuclei stained with caspase 3 or phospho-histone H3 were counted in the iris, retina and RPE in five central cryosections 60 μm apart. An average value per animal was calculated and used in subsequent analysis. Paraffin and semi-thin sections were imaged using a light microscope (Zeiss Axios Observer Z1, NY, USA), and the number of RPE cells on semi-thins was quantified as described above. For ultrastructural imaging, a transmission electron microscope (TEM model 1010; JEOIL, Tokyo, Japan) was used.
operating at 80 kV. All images were captured with a digital camera (QImaging microublisher 5.0 digital camera, QImaging, BC, Canada) and exported as tiff files into Image J for quantification (developed by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA; available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html).

**Real-time PCR**

For real-time PCR, P0 eyes were homogenised and RNA was extracted using RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, UK) and cDNA preparation was performed using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, UK) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Relative quantification by probe-based real-time PCR of the target genes (Pasx6, Mif, Otx2, Epo, Pdgb and Vegf) against endogenous β-actin expression levels was performed on 2 ng of cDNA using the following sets of primers:

- murine Pasx6 forward, 5’-CAGTTTCTCAGCAGCCGTAT-3’; murine Pasx6 reverse, 5’-CACCAGCTTATCTACTCC-3’; murine Mif forward, 5’-TGGATGCCAGGATGAAC-3’; murine Mif reverse, 5’-GGATCCATTACACCCCAAAA-3’; murine Otx2 forward, 5’-GGATATGACTGTGCTATCC-3’; murine Otx2 reverse, 5’-CCGCCTGTGCTCGATTAAGT-3’; murine Epo forward, 5’-TCTGCGACGTCAAGTTGC-3’; murine Epo reverse, 5’-CTTCTGCAACACCCCCATCG-3’; murine Flt1 forward, 5’-GCCCTGTGACTAGTCGAGTTG-3’; murine Flt1 reverse, 5’-GAAGCTTGAGGCGTCTTGG-3’; murine Pdgb forward, 5’-GACCTGGAGCTGCTCGTGG-3’; murine Pdgb reverse, 5’-GGATCCATTACACCCCAAAA-3’; murine Vegf forward, 5’-GACTTGTGTTGGGAGGAGGA-3’; murine Vegf reverse, 5’-CTTCTGCAACACCCCCATCG-3’; murine β-actin forward, 5’-AAGCCCAACGTGAAAAGAT-3’; murine β-actin reverse, 5’-GGTGGTACGACCAGAGGCATAC-3’.

Cyclic conditions were: 94°C for 30 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute, repeated until completion.

**ELISA for Hif1a, Hif2a and Vegf**

Eyes were collected at birth and immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. After homogenisation in sterile PBS with protease inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, UK) using a pestle and a sonifier, the homogenate was spun at 5200 g for 10 minutes at 4°C and protein concentration of each sample was measured using a Lowry-based colorimetric protein assay performed in triplicate (DC protein assay kit, Bio-Rad, Hemel Hempstead, UK). Vegf, Hif1a and Hif2a protein levels were determined in the supernatant using commercially available ELISA kits (mouse Hif1a DuoSet, R&D Systems Europe, Abingdon, UK; Hif2a ELISA kit, Biorbyt, Riverside, UK; mouse VEGF DuoSet ELISA development kit, R&D Systems Europe, Abingdon, UK) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The optical density of each sample was measured in triplicates at 450 nm with a reference at 650 nm using a microplate reader (Emax, Molecular Devices, Berkshire, UK) and compared with a standard curve of known concentration. To correct for total protein levels, we present Vegf, Hif1a and Hif2a protein levels per milligram of whole eye protein.

**Statistical analysis**

Comparison between the average variables of two groups was performed by a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. The average variables of more than two groups were compared by ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE leads to Hif1a mediated aniridia and microphthalmia**

To characterise the effect of Vhl inactivation in the RPE on eye development, we compared the eye size and the macroscopic phenotype of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice and control littermates at time points during development. We observed abnormal ocular and iris development in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice with 100% penetrance (Fig. 1A,B). The eye growth of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice was similar to littermate controls during foetal development. Postnatally, however, Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice developed significant microphthalmia with a mean diameter of 2.1±0.13 mm (s.d.) compared with 3.0±0.21 mm (s.d.) in control mice at 1 month of age (P=0.0001, Fig. 1C). To evaluate the extent to which the observed phenotype in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice is mediated by Hif1a, we generated mice with conditional inactivation of both Vhl and Hif1a in the RPE. This was achieved by crossing Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Hif1a<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice with mice expressing cre recombinase under the control of the RPE-specific promoter trpl. Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Hif1a<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice demonstrated normal iris and ocular development resulting in a normal postnatal ocular diameter of 2.8±0.22 mm (s.d.) at 1 month of age (Fig. 1A-C).

To assess the specificity of cre expression in the RPE, ocular sections of C57BL/6<sup>flp<sub>p1-cre</sub></sup> mice were stained for cre recombinase at E14.5. Strong expression of cre was evident in the RPE of C57BL/6<sup>flp<sub>p1-cre</sub></sup> mice and in a few neuroretinal cells of the distal optic cup, the primordium of the iris and ciliary body (Fig. 1D). To determine the effect of targeted deletion of Vhl in the developing RPE on ocular distribution of Hif1a and Vegf, Hif1a immunohistochemistry and Vegf in situ immunohistochemistry was performed on ocular sections of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and littermate controls at E14.5. Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice demonstrated a strong activation of Hif1a in the RPE, which was absent in both Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and control mice (Fig. 1E-J). In situ hybridisation demonstrated increased Vegf expression in the RPE of both Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Hif1a<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice (Fig. 1K-M), indicating that RPE-specific inactivation of Vhl leads to a Hif1a-independent upregulation of Vegf in the RPE. Increased Vegf expression apparent in the neuroretina of these animals indicates secondary non-cell-autonomous effects that are independent of Hif1a.

To determine the concentration of the Vhl target proteins Hif1a, Hif2a and Vegf at the onset of microphthalmia, we measured protein concentration in the eyes of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and control mice at P0 by ELISA. Hif1a, Hif2a and Vegf protein levels were significantly increased in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice compared with littermate controls (P<0.002 for Hif1a, P<0.01 for Hif2a and P=0.01 for Vegf). By contrast, eyes of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice had normal Hif1a levels but significantly increased Hif2a and Vegf protein levels compared with littermate controls (P=0.01 for Hif2a and Vegf, Fig. 1N). To determine further the effect of Hif stabilisation in the RPE on ocular levels of downstream target genes, we measured the expression of Epo, Flt1, Pdgb and Vegf mRNA in the eyes of Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup>, Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and control mice at P0 by real-time PCR. Epo mRNA levels were increased in both Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Hif1a<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice compared with littermate controls (P=0.03). Flt1 levels were increased in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice compared with normal levels in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice (P=0.08). Pdgb and Vegf RNA levels were increased in both Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> and Hif1a<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice although this did not reach statistical significance (P=0.2 for Pdgb, P=0.27 for Vegf; Fig. 10). Taken together, these data suggest that RPE-specific inactivation of Vhl leads to early activation of Hif1a, and a Hif1a-independent increase of Vegf in the RPE. Subsequently, a Hif1a-dependent increase in Flt1 and Hif1a-independent increases in Pdgb, Vegf and Epo levels suggest primary RPE-specific and secondary neuroretinal perturbation of angiogenic factors.

Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> mice exhibit severe abnormal ocular development and retinal degeneration

To elucidate further the developmental defect in Vhl<sup>flp<sub>p1-creKO</sub></sup> eyes, we examined H&E-stained paraffin sections of eyes at pre- and postnatal time points. Consistent with our findings on...
macroscopic examination, we found rudimentary development of the iris and ciliary body and reduced RPE pigmentation in Vhltrp1-creKO eyes from E17 onwards (Fig. 2B,I). At E17, instead of the normal forward extension and thinning of the periphery of the optic cup demarcating the beginnings of the development of the ciliary body and iris, Vhltrp1-creKO mice show a lack of growth and forward extension of the pigmented layer and an abnormal backward folding extension of the neuroepithelium (Fig. 2I). Although the eye growth of Vhltrp1-creKO mice was significantly reduced during postnatal development, the lens developed normally and occupied the vitreous cavity and the anterior chamber from P7 onwards (Fig. 2N). By P7, the retina of Vhltrp1-creKO mice began to fold and form rosettes that increased over time in both number and size becoming most prominent at P31 (Fig. 2L,M). Adult Vhltrp1-creKO mice developed severe retinal degeneration with significant cell loss and retinal fibrosis (Fig. 2M,N). Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO mice, by contrast, developed a normal iris and ciliary body, and normal ocular growth with both anterior chamber and vitreous cavity and normal retinal lamina (Fig. 2O-U). Nonetheless, Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO developed mild irregularities in retinal layering in the periphery and remnant multilayered hyaloid vessels around the optic nerve head at P31 (Fig. 2T,U). These data indicate that Vhl-dependent Hif1a degradation in the RPE and pigmented iris precursor cells is essential for normal iris, RPE and ocular development that is otherwise associated with significant microphthalmia and retinal degeneration in the adult.

Embryonic inactivation of Vhl leads to Hif1α-mediated apoptosis of iris and RPE cells, which results in an abnormal morphology and reduced cell number

To determine the effect of Vhl inactivation on RPE morphology and survival, we characterised the RPE in further detail by semi-thin and ultrastructural analysis, and quantified apoptosis by caspase 3 immunohistochemistry at P0. In Vhltrp1-creKO mice, we measured a 60±4% (s.d.) reduction in the number of RPE cells (Fig. 3A,D,J; *P<0.0001). Ultrastructural analysis revealed a dysmorphic RPE with dystrophic changes and a reduction in the content of melanin granules. The remaining granules appeared to be irregularly shaped, and melanin granules with the typical fusiform shape were scarce in number. Although the remaining RPE cells were sparse and the thickness of the RPE reduced, Bruch’s membrane was preserved (Fig. 3B,E). Furthermore, we found a significant increase in the number of apoptotic cells in the RPE and in the pigmented iris in Vhltrp1-creKO mice (*P<0.0001, Fig. 3C,F,K,M). The rate of apoptosis in the developing neural retina, however, was similar to that of littermate controls at birth (*P=0.22,
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Fig. 2. Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice exhibit early defects in iris and RPE development that are associated with retinal degeneration and microphthalmia in the adult and are rescued in Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice. (A-U) Representative Haematoxylin and Eosin stained paraffin sections of control (A-G), Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> (H-N) and Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice (O-U) at different timepoints during development (five to eight animals per group). GCL, ganglion cell layer; NBL, neuroblast layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; RPE, retinal pigmented epithelium. Scale bars: 250 μm in A,H,O; 25 μm in B,I,P; 20 μm in C,D,J,K,Q,R; 30 μm in E,F,L,M,T; 500 μm in G,N,U.

Embryonic inactivation of Vhl in the RPE reduces neuroretinal cell proliferation and affects the expression and localisation of Pax6 and Otx2 in the neuroretina

To determine the effect of RPE cell death in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice on neuroretinal development, we assessed the rate of neuroretinal cell proliferation by phospho-histone H3 immunohistochemistry at birth. Conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE was associated with a significant reduction of mitotic cells at the ventricular surface of the developing retina compared with Vhl;<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice and littermate controls (P=0.009, Fig. 4A-G). The level of proliferation in RPE and the pigmented iris cells, however, was similar in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup>, Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice (P=0.35, P=0.27, data not shown). These data demonstrate that RPE cell loss in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice is associated with secondary effects on retinal development that may contribute to the development of microphthalmia.

As microphthalmia and aniridia have been associated with mutations in Pax6 (Hill et al., 1991; Jordan et al., 1992), Otx2 (Matsuo et al., 1995) and Mitf (Cheli et al., 2010), we investigated the cellular distribution of Pax6 and Otx2 by immunohistochemistry and the global expression levels of Otx2, Pax6 and Mitf in the eyes of Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup>, Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice at birth by RT-PCR. Immunohistochemistry demonstrated a similar distribution of Pax6 in the central neuroretina of Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup>, Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice. Within the distal retina, i.e. the primordium of the iris, however, Pax6-expressing cells were reduced in number in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice compared with Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice (Fig. 4I). Pax6 mRNA levels were also significantly decreased in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> compared with control mice at birth (P=0.02, Fig. 4N). These data suggest that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE and iris progenitor cells leads to reduced levels of Pax6-expressing cells in the part of the optic cup by birth that may contribute to the abnormal iris development. Immunohistochemistry staining revealed similar Otx2 expression in the neuroretina of Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice, increased staining in the neuroretina of Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice, and normal staining in the RPE in both Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup>, Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> compared with control mice (Fig. 4O-T). Global Otx2 RNA expression levels were also similar in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice compared with control animals, suggesting that conditional inactivation of Vhl results in microphthalmia that may be independent of Otx2. Interestingly, global Otx2 mRNA levels were increased twofold in Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice compared with Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and control mice (P=0.0001, Fig. 4U), suggesting that other downstream molecules of Vhl influence neuroretinal Otx2 expression and localisation in a Hif1α-dependent manner. Furthermore RT-PCR analyses demonstrated similar global expression levels of Mitf in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> and Vhl;Hif1a<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> eyes compared with littermate controls (P=0.5, data not shown). Although subtle and regional differences in Mitf expression cannot be excluded, these findings suggest that the development of microphthalmia in Vhl<sup>ppl-creKO</sup> mice may be independent of Mitf.

Taken together, these data highlight the crucial role of Vhl and Hif1α signalling in the RPE for normal ocular growth and iris development. The findings indicate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE leads to microphthalmia and aniridia, in a
movies), To characterise the vascular phenotype in more detail, Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO severely abnormal vascular phenotype in the retina. Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO vasculature in the anterior segment, they nonetheless exhibited a data suggest that Vhl-mediated Hif1a regulation is essential for iris and ciliary body and an avascular cornea (Fig. 5H,I). These anterior part of the eye, demonstrating a normal vasculature of the Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO cornea (Fig. 5F). Additional inactivation of stroma, indicating that this vasculature may be situated within the stained cryosections demonstrated vascular staining in the corneal stroma, indicating that this vasculature may be situated within the cornea (Fig. 5F). Additional inactivation of Vhl1a in Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO mice rescued the vascular phenotype in the anterior part of the eye, demonstrating a normal vasculature of the iris and ciliary body and an avascular cornea (Fig. 5H,I). These data suggest that Vhl-mediated Hif1a regulation is essential for normal vascularisation of the anterior chamber.

Furthermore, Vh1ppl-creKO mice demonstrated persistent hyaloid vessels, disorganised retinal vessels with abrogated vascular lamination and retinal vessels growing into the outer retina (Fig. 6F-J). Whereas Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO mice developed normal vascularisation in the anterior segment, they nonetheless exhibited a severely abnormal vascular phenotype in the retina. Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO mice developed persistent hyaloid vessels, a dense intraretinal vascular network with abrogated vascular lamination and retinal vessels in the outer retina similar to those observed in Vh1ppl-creKO mice (Fig. 6K-O; supplementary material Movies 1-3). To characterise the vascular phenotype in more detail, we examined the ocular vasculature on cryo-sections at time points during development. Compared with littermate controls, Vh1ppl-creKO mice developed normal retinal vasculature until P7, demonstrating a superficial vascular network and vessels diving into the outer plexiform layer in the central retina (Fig. 7B,F). In temporal association with the observed rosette formation, Vh1ppl-creKO mice also exhibit disorganised retinal vasculature and chorioretinal anastomoses from P14 onwards (Fig. 7G,H). Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO mice develop similarly disorganised retinal vasculature and chorioretinal anastomoses, as evident in Vh1ppl-creKO mice (Fig. 7K,L). Taken together, these data indicate that Vhl expression in the RPE contributes to normal layering of the retinal vasculature and maintenance of the blood-retina barrier that is independent of Hif1a in the RPE.

**Adult Vh1ppl-creKO mice develop retinal degeneration which is partly dependent on Hif1a** To determine the long-term consequences of Vhl deletion in the RPE, we examined the retinal structure and function in adult Vh1ppl-creKO mice in detail by immunohistochemistry and electroretinography. Adult Vh1ppl-creKO mice (P8 weeks) develop a severe retinal degeneration with absent retinal lamination, reduced expression of rhodopsin and recoverin, and a reduced number of synapses (Fig. 8F-H). These morphological changes are associated with absent photopic and scotopic ERG function at all light intensities tested (Fig. 8I,J,P,Q). Additional inactivation of Hif1a in the RPE restores retinal lamination but does not abrogate GFAP activation, rhodopsin and recoverin expression, or restore normal synapse formation (Fig. 8K-M). This is associated with detectable scotopic a-waves at light intensities higher than 0.1 cd.s/m², indicating the presence of functioning photoreceptor cells, but
highly attenuated b-waves, consistent with reduced formation of synapses that is essential for bipolar cell activation (Fig. 8N-Q). These data suggest that, although secondary RPE cell death in the postnatal period may contribute to neuroretinal degeneration, Vhl expression in the RPE during development is crucial for the maturation of a normal functioning retina. Vhl-dependent Hif1a degradation in the RPE promotes normal retinal layering but does not appear to control maturation of the outer retina, which may depend on other Vhl-dependent factors such as Hif2a.

**DISCUSSION**

In the eye, oxygen plays a crucial role in both physiological vascular development and common blinding diseases. The RPE is essential for normal ocular development and is implicated in the pathogenesis of hypoxia-induced retinal disease. However, the role of the oxygen-sensing VHL/HIF-1a pathway in the RPE and its contribution to the development of the eye and its vasculature has not previously been examined. In this study, we investigated the function of Vhl and Hif1a in the developing RPE using a tissue-specific conditional knockout approach. We found that deletion of Vhl in the RPE results in a significant increase of Hif1a and Hif2a protein that is associated with a severe developmental phenotype, including the development of aniridia, microphthalmia and a strong pathological vascular phenotype in the anterior and posterior segments. Interestingly, aniridia, microphthalmia and the anterior vascular phenotype, but not the vascular phenotype in the retina, could be rescued by additional deletion of Hif1a in the RPE. These findings indicate that Vhl-dependent regulation of Hif1a in the RPE and pigmented iris cells is crucial for normal ocular and iris development, whereas other Vhl-dependent pathways in the RPE determine normal retinal vascularisation. The results also suggest that ocular hypoxia may be a previously unrecognised mechanism in the development of microphthalmia and that reduced systemic oxygenation, for example in placental insufficiency, could have important effects on ocular development through activation of HIFs in the RPE.

Our results demonstrate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE is associated with Hif1a-dependent increased apoptosis of RPE and pigmented iris cells. This finding is consistent with the results of recent studies showing that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the neuroretina is associated with increased apoptosis of photoreceptor cells (Kurihara et al., 2010; Lange et al., 2011). Hif1a regulates not only survival genes via its control of cellular proliferation and metabolism, vasomotor control and angiogenesis (Sharp and Bernaudin, 2004), but also the expression of pro-apoptotic factors. Hif1a can promote p53-mediated hypoxia-

---

**Fig. 4. Conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE decreases proliferation of retinal progenitor cells, and affects expression levels and localisation of Pax6 and Otx2 in the neuro retina.**

(A-G) Representative phospho-histone H3 immunohistochemistry (A-F) and quantification of proliferating cells (G) demonstrates a significant reduction of mitotic cells at the ventricular surface of the developing retina in Vhppt1-creKO mice compared with Vhl;Hif1aHpp1-creKO mice and littermate controls. (H-M) Pax6 immunohistochemistry demonstrates reduced Pax6 staining in the anterior retina in Vhppt1-creKO mice compared with Vhl;Hif1aHpp1-creKO and control mice. (N) Relative mRNA levels of Pax6 are decreased in Vhppt1-creKO mice. (O-T) Otx2 immunohistochemistry shows a similar Otx2 distribution in Vhppt1-creKO and control mice, and increased staining in Vhl;Hif1aHpp1-creKO mice. (U) Relative mRNA levels of Otx2 are increased in Vhl;Hif1aHpp1-creKO mice. Scale bars: 150 μm in A-C,H-I,O-Q; 75 μm in D-F,K-M,R-T. GCL, ganglion cell layer; NBL, neuroblast layer; RPE, retinal pigmented epithelium. Data are mean ± s.e.m.; *P<0.05. Insets in R-T are magnified views of outer retina.
show a persistent pupillary membrane in microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (Mitf)
proliferating iris and retinal progenitor cells that could further persistence of the pupillary membrane.
These (in part by upregulation of pro-apoptotic genes such as Vhltrp1-creKO)
Fig. 5. Vhlpp1-creKO mice demonstrate a Hif1a-dependent persistence of the pupillary membrane. (A-I)
scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AF-SLO) imaging (A,D,G), indocyanin-green angiography (ICGA; B,E,H) and collagen IV-stained cryosections (C,F,I) of Vhlpp1-creKO, Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO and control littersmates at P21 show a persistent pupillary membrane in Vhlpp1-creKO mice that is absent in Vhl;Hif1atrp1-creKO and control mice. CB, ciliary body. Scale bar: 75 μm.
induced apoptosis in neurons of the CNS (Halterman et al., 1999),
in part by upregulation of pro-apoptotic genes such as Bnip3, Nix
(Bnip3L – Mouse Genome Informatics) and Igfbp3, and also by
downregulation of anti-apoptotic genes such as Bcl2 (An et al.,
1998; Bacon and Harris, 2004; Carmeliet et al., 1998). These Hif1a-mediated pro-apoptotic mechanisms may be responsible for the RPE and iris cell loss in Vhlpp1-creKO mice, and contribute to the observed microphthalmia and aniridia. These results are consistent with the finding that toxic ablation of the RPE in vivo results in disorganisation of the retinal layer and an immediate arrest of eye growth (Raymond and Jackson, 1995). Furthermore, RPE cell loss in Vhlpp1-creKO mice may cause a secondary reduction in proliferating iris and retinal progenitor cells that could further contribute to the development of aniridia and microphthalmia.
Mutations in several transcription factors, including
the microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (Mitf), the paired box gene 6 (Pax6) and the orthodenticle protein homolog 2 (Otx2)
are associated with the development of aniridia and microphthalmia (Fuhrmann, 2010). Mitf plays a key role in melanocyte differentiation, proliferation and survival. Our findings demonstrate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE is associated with normal global expression levels of Mitf. Although we cannot exclude regional differences in Mitf expression in the eyes of Vhlpp1-creKO mice, these data suggest that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE results in microphthalmia that may be independent of Mitf. Pax6 is one of the key transcription factors involved in the complex process of eye development and plays multiple distinct roles in lens, iris and retinal development (Hever et al., 2006). Our results demonstrate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE is associated with a Hif1a-dependent reduction of Pax6 in the distal optic cup and pigmented iris primordium. Normal Pax6 expression in the distal optic cup is essential for iris development and reduced expression at this site results in iris hypoplasia (vis-Silberman et al., 2005). Our data suggest that a Hif1a-mediated loss of the RPE and the pigmented iris primordium can lead to reduced Pax6 expression in the distal optic cup and may therefore contribute to the absent iris development in Vhlpp1-creKO mice. Future studies will address the interaction of Vhl-Hif with the Pax6 pathway to elucidate further the developmental mechanisms responsible for aniridia. Otx2 is a transcription factor involved in the regional specification of the eye, particularly in post-mitotic neuroblasts and in the RPE in early development (Martinez-Morales et al., 2001). Our results demonstrate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE does not affect Otx2 expression in the retina and RPE, suggesting that microphthalmia in Vhlpp1-creKO mice may be independent of Otx2. However, inactivation of both Vhl and Hif1a results in mislocalised and increased Otx2 expression in the neuroretina, suggesting that other Vhl-dependent mechanisms may affect neuroretinal Otx2 expression and localisation in a Hif1a-dependent manner.
Our findings indicate that conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE results in severe retinal degeneration with undetectable photopic and scotopic ERG responses in adult mice. Additional inactivation of Hif1a in the RPE restores retinal lamination and detectable scotopic ERG a-wave responses that indicate the presence of functioning photoreceptor cells. The reduced number of synapses, which are essential for bipolar cell activation, in these animals may account for the persistent attenuation of ERG b-waves. These data suggest that Vhl expression in the RPE during development is crucial for the maturation of a normally functioning retina. Vhl-dependent Hif1a degradation in the RPE promotes normal retinal layering but does not appear to control maturation of the outer retina, which may depend on other Vhl-dependent factors such as Hif2a.
Whereas conditional inactivation of Hif1a in the RPE results in a normal ocular and vascular phenotype (Marneros et al., 2005), the conditional inactivation of Vhl in the RPE leads to striking anterior and posterior vascular changes. Adult Vhlpp1-creKO mice demonstrate persistence of the pupillary membrane and the hyaloid vasculature that usually regress early in development (Ito and Yoshioka, 1999). These embryonic vascular structures may persist in response to an early pro-angiogenic environment and high Vegf levels derived from RPE and pigmented iris cells, and subsequently in response to secondary changes in the neuroretina. Interestingly, the anterior vascular phenotype, but not the retinal vascular phenotype is rescued by additional conditional inactivation of Hif1a. This indicates an important primary role of Vhl-dependent Hif1a regulation for iris cell survival and the vascular development of the anterior chamber. The increased expression of Vegf and other angiogenic factors in the RPE and secondarily in the neuroretina in Vhlpp1-creKO mice may also be responsible for the dysmorphic and disorganised retinal vascular phenotype. Additional inactivation of Hif1a in the RPE did not abrogate Vegf overexpression in the RPE or neuroretina nor rescue the vascular phenotype. This indicates that other Vhl-regulated downstream molecules, such as Hif2a, may be responsible for Vegf expression in the RPE, the secondary increase of angiogenic factors in the neuroretina and the associated vascular phenotype. Retina-specific inactivation of Vhl leads to a similar but milder vascular phenotype, including the persistence of hyaloid vasculature and the pupillary membrane (Kurihara et al., 2010; Lange et al., 2011). In contrast to our results, Kurihara et al. reported that a combined inactivation of Vhl and Hif1a in the neuroretina rescues the vascular phenotype, suggesting that the observed phenotype was
Hif1α mediated. This difference may be explained by the different localization of Vhl inactivation (RPE versus neuroretina), indicating that the consequences of HIF1α stabilisation in the neuroretina differ from those of HIF1α in the RPE. Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that conditional inactivation of Vhl or Vhl;Hif1α results in the secondary formation of chorioretinal anastomoses. These vascular malformations were evident from P10 onwards, although Hif1α and Vegf protein levels are already significantly unregulated at birth. Oshima et al. have shown that mice with overexpression of Vegf in RPE develop normal retinal and choroidal vasculature without spontaneous CNV formation. However, perturbation of the RPE and the Bruch’s membrane by subretinal injection leads to the development of choroidal neovascularisation in transgenic mice overexpressing Vegf in the RPE (Oshima et al., 2004). Endogenous perturbation of the blood-retina barrier by Hif1α-mediated RPE cell death might promote the formation of chorioretinal anastomoses.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate for the first time the importance of the Vhl-Hif1α pathway in the RPE and pigmented iris for normal eye growth, iris development and vascular integrity.

Fig. 6. Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice show a persistence of the hyaloid vasculature and a disorganised retinal vasculature that is independent of Hif1α. (A,B,F,G,K,L) Indocyanin-green angiography (A,F,K) and corresponding collagen 4-stained retinal flatmounts (B,G,L) show a persistent hyaloid vasculature in Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> and Vhl;Hif1α<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice that is absent in control littersmates at P21. Inset in K shows angiography focussed on the persistent hyaloid vasculature. Inset in L shows a light microscopy image of a retinal flat mount with haemorrhage. (C,H,M) Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> and Vhl;Hif1α<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice demonstrate a disorganised retinal vasculature with areas of intra-retinal vascular proliferation compared with age-matched controls (hyaloid vessels were removed). Outlined regions indicate the areas selected for IMARES imaging. (D,E,I,J,N,O) IMARES reconstruction reveals a disorganised retinal vasculature with abrogated vascular layering and retinal vessels growing into the outer retina in Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> and Vhl;Hif1α<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice. Scale bars: 1 mm for B; 500 μm for C,M; 700 μm for H; 50 μm for D,E,I,J,N,O.

Fig. 7. Deletion of Vhl in the RPE results in disruption of the retinal vascular architecture and formation of chorioretinal anastomoses. (A-L) Representative collagen IV-stained cryosections of control (A-D), Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice (E-H) and Vhl;Hif1α<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> (I-L) and at different time points during development show a disorganised retinal vasculature and the formation of chorioretinal anastomoses in Vhl;Hif1α<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> and Vhl<sup>trp1-creKO</sup> mice (G,K). GCL, ganglion cell layer; NBL, neuroblast layer; Cho, choroid; INL, inner nuclear layer, ONL, outer nuclear layer. Scale bars: 25 μm.
Appropriate regulation of Hif1α by Vhl is essential for normal RPE and iris development, ocular growth and vascular development in the anterior chamber, whereas Vhl-dependent regulation of other downstream molecules is crucial for maintaining normal retinal vasculature.
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